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Chapter 871 - You Are Too Greedy 

"Let’s get information from Mu Xueying, we find out which woman this is from, I feel that Mu Xueying’s 

background is very deep." Ye Chen invited Mu Nianci to find out information about Mu Xueying. 

"I agree, let’s find out more than the First Ancestor, I also want to know many more secrets." Just like Ye 

Chen, Mu Nianci completely agreed with Ye Chen’s words, they both had to find out more about the 

secret that was owned by Mu Xueying. 

Ye Chen and Mu Nianci followed Mu Xueying, who had first come out of this cave. 

When Ye Chen and Mu Nianci left the cave, they saw Mu Xueying standing in front of the cave entrance, 

Mu Xueying was seen observing the ruins of the frozen Ice Sect building. 

Ye Chen and Mu Nianci decided to get closer to Mu Xueying. 

"So the Frozen Ice Sect has completely collapsed." Mu Xueying said to Ye Chen and Mu Nianci. 

"Ancestors forgive us for not being able to properly look after the legacy you left behind." Mu Nianci 

apologized to Mu Xueying for what happened to the Frozen Ice Sect. 

"You don’t need to apologize, this may already be the fate of the Frozen Ice Sect." Mu Xueying did not 

blame Mu Nianci for this, she seemed to accept what had happened to the Frozen Ice Sect. 

Mu Xueying knew that it was destiny if the Frozen Ice Sect building had been destroyed. 

"Miss Mu Xueying, why do you look so relaxed when you see the Frozen Ice Sect being destroyed, why 

did you Build the Frozen Ice Sect from the start?" Ye Chen was quite curious about Mu Xueying, why was 

Mu Xueying so relaxed when she saw the Frozen Ice Sect which had turned into ruins like this. 

"The reason for establishing the Frozen Ice Sect ?, I founded the Frozen Ice Sect to find a woman who 

can accompany me to live in this place, besides this place is used to accommodate abandoned or 

persecuted women." Mu Xueying said to Ye Chen the reason she originally founded the Frozen Ice Sect. 

Ye Chen and Mu Nianci were both dumbfounded when they both heard what Mu Xueying had just said, 

they couldn’t believe the reason Mu Xueying had founded the Frozen Ice Sect to accompany her to live 

in this remote place. 

"You founded the Frozen Ice Sect for that reason?" Ye Chen couldn’t help thinking that the reason for 

the establishment of the Frozen Ice Sect was for a very simple reason. 

"So why, is there a problem with that?" Mu Xueying asked if Ye Chen had a problem with what she just 

said. 

"There’s no problem, it’s just that, didn’t you have an ambition when you founded the Frozen Ice Sect?" 

Ye Chen asked if Mu Xueying didn’t have an ambition when she founded the Frozen Ice Sect. 

"I’m not interested in that kind of thing, I didn’t come here because of something like that." Mu Xueying 

said that she was not interested in that kind of thing. 



"Master, you don’t need to ask stupid questions like that, this woman named Mu Xueying’s cultivation is 

quite high, if she wants to, she can rule over your entire planet with just one snap of a finger." Chu 

Yuechan told Ye Chen that Mu Xueying had very strong power. 

If Mu Xueying really wanted to rule this world, she could easily do that. 

"Glup.. . " Ye Chen swallowed hard when he heard this from Chu Yuechan, not expecting Mu Xueying to 

be this strong. 

Ye Chen’s guess was right, this woman must come from an extremely extraordinary background, 

otherwise how could this woman have such a high cultivation. 

Ye Chen began to wonder if Mu Xueying was from the God Realm same as Xing Mei and Mei Yueli. 

If what Chu Yuechan said earlier, it was very likely that this woman from the God Realm would be 

extremely high. 

"Ancestor, then why did you come up with a rule where every member of the Frozen Ice Sect must wear 

a veil and can’t show it to just any male?" Mu Nianci asked Mu Xueying. 

Mu Nianci really wanted to know about this, she wanted to know why in the past Mu Xueying had made 

a rule like this. 

"Regarding that rule, it is a rule that comes from the Sect I belong to, so I applied it to the Frozen Ice 

Sect, unfortunately, it seems like the women who are the sect masters don’t understand this and think 

that this rule is something that shouldn’t be broken." Mu Xueying helplessly. 

From the start this was not a rule that should not be broken, it stipulated that women who had found 

their partner had to go and follow their partner. 

Too bad this rule was misinterpreted by the successor of the Frozen Ice Sect when she was in a deep 

sleep. 

"Miss Mu Xueying if that is indeed a rule, then that means from now on you will follow me and become 

my woman?" Ye Chen said in a slightly joking manner. 

Since Ye Chen had seen Mu Xueying’s face, then it meant that Mu Xueying had no choice but to start to 

think of Ye Chen as her husband. 

"Do you think you are worthy?" Mu Xueying’s tone immediately turned extremely cold. 

Mu Xueying’s tone was very cold, this cold voice made anyone who heard her shiver. 

Ye Chen broke out in a cold sweat when he listened to Mu Xueying’s voice, not expecting that Mu 

Xueying would turn so cold when Ye Chen brought up this matter. 

Mu Nianci nudged Ye Chen who was beside herself, she didn’t like what Ye Chen had just done. 

"You are too greedy, even want to make the founder as your woman" Mu Nianci warned Ye Chen of the 

greed he did. 



Ye Chen could only smile wryly when he heard Mu Nianci’s words, even though Ye Chen only wanted to 

joke with Mu Xueying a little, not expecting Mu Xueying’s reaction to being like this. 

"Miss Mu Xueying, where are you actually from?" Ye Chen wanted to know where Mu Xueying came 

from. 

From Mu Xueying’s words just now, Ye Chen could tell that Mu Xueying was not from this planet, it 

seemed that Mu Xueying was indeed from God Realm. 

"It’s useless to tell you this, you won’t know where I come from." Mu Xueying didn’t want to answer Ye 

Chen’s question, Mu Xueying thought that if there was no point in telling Ye Chen, Ye Chen would 

definitely not know where he came from. 

So it would be better for Mu Xueying not to tell Ye Chen about the place where she came from. 

"-_-" Ye Chen looks helpless with Mu Xueying, this woman is really underestimating the knowledge she 

has. 

Because Mu Xueying didn’t want to tell Ye Chen about the place she came from, Ye Chen didn’t continue 

this matter. 

Mu Xueying turned her gaze towards Mu Nianci. 

"Mu Nianci, one day do you want to come with me ?" Mu Xueying said to Mu Nianci. 

" follow where?" Mu Nianci asked where Mu Xueying was taking her to. 

"Of course to the place where I come from, you have a very special body, it would be a waste if you are 

in a place like this," Mu Xueying said to Mu Nianci. 

Mu Nianci was very curious about where Mu Xueying would take herself to. 

Chapter 872 - Brought Two Beautiful Women In The Profound Ark 

"Ancestors if I may know, where is that place?" Mu Nianci asked Mu Xueying. 

"You don’t need to know now, someday you will find out for yourself." Mu Xueying was still acting 

mysterious in front of Mu Nianci and Ye Chen, this woman refused to tell her where she came from. 

"Don’t go around like that, you must be from the God Realm right?" Ye Chen couldn’t take it anymore, 

he was forced to expose Mu Xueying’s origin. 

There was a flash of surprise in Mu Xueying’s eyes when she heard Ye Chen’s words just now, Mu 

Xueying didn’t think that Ye Chen knew about God Realm. 

"How do you know about God Realm?" Mu Xueying asked Ye Chen. 

Mu Xueying was quite curious about where Ye Chen knew about this matter, it should be that people 

from this remote planet did not know about the existence of God Realm. 

"Hehehe, do you think I don’t know about the existence of the God Realm you come from?" Ye Chen 

started to set a victorious stance towards Mu Xueying, he was delighted when he saw the shock Mu 

Xueying had just shown. 



Although Mu Xueying’s shock was only for a moment, it already made Ye Chen quite happy to see her. 

"Don’t be arrogant just because you know about the existence of God Realm." Mu Xueying did not like 

the victorious attitude shown by Ye Chen. 

"Why should I at least know about that place?" Ye Chen said triumphantly. 

Mu Xueying started to ignore Ye Chen, if this continued then Ye Chen would brag about this. 

" So how ?" Mu Xueying asked Mu Nianci, she wanted to know Mu Nianci’s answer. 

Mu Nianci looked at Ye Chen, curious about Ye Chen’s reaction when he found out about this. 

Ye Chen’s reaction looked quite ordinary, it seemed that Ye Chen didn’t really care about this matter. 

"I am quite flattered by the offer from the ancestors, I will think about this first." Mu Nianci wanted to 

think about asking for time to think about this, he wanted to make a decision that would not make him 

regret it. 

"You don’t need to give a quick answer, I will still live in this place for a while, and I still need that man 

beside you." Mu Xueying will not return to God Realm for a while, she will live in this placefor the time 

being. 

"Me, what do you need from me? " Ye Chen pointed at himself using his finger. 

"Yes, I need you to solve my Yin Qi problem which is sometimes unstable." Mu Xueying said that she 

needed Ye Chen to overcome her Yin Qi which was often unstable. 

As the owner of the Nine Exquisite Goddess Body, the excess of Yin Qi was a problem in itself for Mu 

Xueying which was quite difficult to overcome, she needed Ye Chen to overcome such a thing. 

"Oh" Ye Chen now understands what Mu Xueying wants, it turns out that Mu Xueying needs Ye Chen to 

absorb her excess Yin Qi. 

Ye Chen was naturally happy to hear this, this was the same as the resources that were delivered to his 

mouth. 

Only a fool would refuse the help that Mu Xueying asked for. 

Besides being able to get close to Mu Xueying, Ye Chen could also touch a beauty like Mu Xueying, this 

was a blessing that Ye Chen could not possibly refuse. 

Ye Chen, Mu Nianci and Mu Xueying were walking around the ruins of the Frozen Ice Sect. 

Ye Chen and Mu Nianci didn’t know what Mu Xueying was doing, the two of them continued to follow 

behind Mu Xueying without knowing what Mu Xueying was doing. 

"There’s nothing interesting around here, let’s go." Mu Xueying invited Ye Chen and Mu Nianci to leave 

this place. 

Since there was nothing in this place that appealed to her, Mu Xueying took Ye Chen and Mu Nianci 

away from this place. 



"Come on" Ye Chen was happy when he heard Mu Xueying asking him to leave this place. 

Ye Chen had waited quite a while to hear these words leave Mu Xueying’s mouth. 

Ye Chen had been in this place for almost 3 days, so it wasn’t strange that Ye Chen wanted to return to 

the city immediately. 

Mu Nianci was a little reluctant to leave this place, but because she had promised Ye Chen, Mu Nianci 

had to come back together with Ye Chen. 

After all, Mu Xueying, who was an ancestor, wanted to come with Ye Chen, so she didn’t have a reason 

to stay in this place. 

Ye Chen immediately took out the profound ark that he had, he couldn’t wait to return to the city. 

"Wait a minute, where did you get something like this?" Mu Xueying was shocked when she saw the 

profound ark that was owned by Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen’s Profound Ark was clearly very sophisticated, an ark this advanced could not possibly be in a 

remote place like Earth. 

"I got this from an acquaintance." Ye Chen told Mu Nianci that he got this from an acquaintance. 

"Who is your acquaintance?" Mu Xueying again asked Ye Chen, she was curious veryabout where Ye 

Chen got this profound ark. 

"Even if I tell you, you won’t know either." Ye Chen finally replied to Mu Xueying’s words, who dared to 

belittle his knowledge. 

Now it is Ye Chen’s turn to take revenge, it feels really great to do this to Mu Xueying. 

"-_-" Mu Xueying was helpless when she saw this, Ye Chen started to act mysteriously in front of herself. 

"Quickly tell me where you got this profound ark?" Mu Xueying didn’t give up , herself asking where Ye 

Chen got this thing from. 

Mu Xueying was a persistent person, she wouldn’t give up until she got the answer she wanted from Ye 

Chen. 

women are like this, they won’t stop until they get what they want, their curiosity could even put them 

in deep trouble. 

"Why are you so pushy, I will not tell you this, after all you are not my woman why I tellmatter secret 

this you", Ye Chen refused to tell this to Mu Xueying, let Mu Xueying be curious about. 

Mu Xueying hated Ye Chen so much, why did she have to meet an annoying man like Ye Chen. 

Since Ye Chen didn’t want to tell herself about this, Mu Xueying had no choice but to forget about this 

matter. 

Mu Xueying started trying to calm her heart, she shouldn’t be provoked by the words of a young man 

like Ye Chen. 



Later she would try to find out about this problem when he was on the profound ark. 

Surely above the profound ark there was a clue that she could use to find out where Ye Chen got this 

extremely sophisticated profound ark. 

"Come on, let’s go up" Ye Chen invited Mu Nianci and Mu Xueying to get on his profound ark. 

Mu Nianci and Mu Xueying boarded Ye Chen’s profound ark, both of them did not refuse to ride on the 

profoundly sophisticated and luxurious profound ark. 

Mu Xueying was the first time riding the profound ark that was very luxurious like the one owned by Ye 

Chen. 

After confirming that Mu Nianci and Mu Xueying had boarded the Profound Ark, Ye Chen began to 

control this Profound Ark towards the city. 

Not being rushed, Ye Chen decided to use normal speed, This way, Ye Chen could spend a little time 

with Mu Nianci and Mu Xueying on this profound ark. 

Chapter 873 - Small Town ??full Dry Corpses (1) 

The profound ark started flying towards Ye Chen’s villa at an extremely slow speed. 

Even though it was very slow, At this rate, they would be in the city in a few hours, it was still an 

astonishing speed. 

After Mu Xueying boarded the profound ark, she immediately went around this place, herself looking for 

a clue about the profound ark that belonged to Ye Chen. 

Mu Xueying was really curious about the profound ark that Ye Chen had, she wanted to find out about 

the profound ark that Ye Chen had. 

Mu Xueying’s curiosity was very disturbing, she felt uncomfortable before she could find out the truth 

about this matter. 

On the other side, Mu Nianci looked at the ruins of the Frozen Ice Sect, once again she left the place that 

was once her home. 

When Mu Nianci was daydreaming alone, suddenly someone hugged her from behind. 

Mu Nianci was not at all surprised when she saw someone hugging her, Mu Nianci already knew that the 

person who had embraced her was Ye Chen. 

Maybe because Mu Nianci had accepted Ye Chen a little, Mu Nianci did not immediately drive Ye Chen 

who tried to hug her. 

" What wrong ?" Ye Chen asked Mu Nianci, he wanted to know what Mu Nianci was thinking right now. 

"I’m thinking about my old house the Frozen Ice Sect." Mu Nianci told Ye Chen that she was still thinking 

about the Frozen Ice Sect which had become ruins. 

"You don’t need to think about that, from now on you have a new house with everyone." Ye Chen told 

Mu Nianci that she now has a new house with Ye Chen. 



"I don’t know, I’m still not used to living in your place." Mu Nianci was still not used to living in Ye Chen’s 

place, she preferred to live in her old place where it was very quiet and away from the crowd. 

Ye Chen’s Villa was too crowded, there were countless Ye Chen women living in the same place. 

"Don’t worry, you can get used to it soon, you have to imitate the girls from the Frozen Ice Sect, they are 

getting used to living in my place, if they can you can do it." Ye Chen encouraged Mu Nianci to be like 

the Frozen Ice Sect woman who was accustomed to it lived in his villa. 

Ye Chen really hopes that Mu Nianci can adapt to other women, at least he hopes that Mu Nianci will 

change her attitude to be more open to others. 

Mu Nianci was too closed and cold, it was quite difficult to enter Mu Nianci’s circle because of this. 

"Fine, I’ll try." Mu Nianci nodded, she would start trying what Ye Chen said. 

Even though it’s a little difficult, Mu Nianci will try to change, for that Mu Nianci needs a process. 

"Very good." Ye Chen was very happy when he heard the answer given by Mu Nianci, at least Mu Nianci 

had tried to start changing. 

Ye Chen and Mu Nianci embraced each other while looking up at the sky, both of them admiring the 

beauty that was around them. 

The atmosphere of the two of them was quite good, Ye Chen was happy enough to be close enough to 

Mu Nianci. 

Ye Chen didn’t act aggressively, himself trying to maintain this atmosphere for a while. 

"Ye Chen, look down there, it looks like something isn’t right." Mu Nianci said to Ye Chen to look down. 

Ye Chen looked down, himself following the direction Mu Nianci was pointing. 

When Ye Chen looked in the direction Mu Nianci pointed at, Ye Chen found that there was a small town 

where the people who were inside were lying on the ground. 

The bodies of these people looked so strange, they looked like dry corpses that had just been sucked in 

by something. 

" What happened ?" Ye Chen started to wonder about what happened to the people in this small town. 

"Let’s see what happens." Mu Nianci invited Ye Chen to see what was going on, he shouldn’t remain 

silent when he saw something like this. 

"Okay, let’s go down and see what happens." Ye Chen immediately agreed with what Mu Nianci said, 

they shouldn’t remain silent when they saw strange things like this. 

Ye Chen immediately stopped this profound ark, himself taking Mu Nianci down from the profound ark 

towards the small town below them. 

When Ye Chen and Mu Nianci came down to the small town, they both saw that everyone had become 

dry corpses, these people’s bodies were dry like a mummy. 



"Are they all dead?" Ye Chen couldn’t believe it when he saw the residents living in this small town die. 

"Ye Chen, everyone in this small town has died, no one has survived." Mu Nianci said to Ye Chen. 

After using her Spirit Sense, Mu Nianci found that when the inhabitants of this town had passed away, 

she did not find any signs of life in this small town. 

Ye Chen also started using his Spirit Sense within a very, very wide radius, just as Mu Nianci himself 

discovered that there was not the slightest sign of life in this small town. 

"What really happened, why did they all die at the same time?" Mu Nianci began to wonder why all 

these villagers had died. 

Moreover, the way they died was very strange, all the villagers died dry like corpses. 

Ye Chen found that it was not only men who experienced this, women and children also did not 

experience the same thing, their bodies looked dry like corpses. 

"There must be a cause that happened, let’s examine the corpses that are here one by one." Ye Chen 

intended to examine the corpses one by one in this place. 

Maybe they could find a clue what happened to this small town. 

This incident is really very very strange, how can thousands of people die at the same time, this must 

have something to do with something dangerous. 

Ye Chen started examining the corpses around him, when Ye Chen examined these corpses, he found 

that these people had just died about 1 day ago. 

Judging by the cause of these people dying, it was likely that their blood was seen being forcefully 

drained from their bodies. 

"Ye Chen How about ?" Mu Nianci asked Ye Chen, she wanted to know what Ye Chen had found. 

"These people died because their blood was taken by force, there must be someone who took the blood 

they had." Ye Chen told Mu Nianci about his findings. 

He told Mu Nianci that these people had their blood forcibly taken by someone. 

"What is the possibility of a monster’s doing?" Mu Nianci began to suspect that this might be the doing 

of the Monster horde. 

"No, they were killed very neatly, monsters can’t possibly do something like this." Ye Chen immediately 

denied the possibility that Mu Nianci had just said, Monsters couldn’t possibly do such neat things. 

only humans, or beings with high intelligence could possibly do something like this. 

" What happens in this place ?" Mu Xueying descended from the sky, she descended right near Ye Chen 

and Mu Nianci’s bodies, Mu Xueying wanted to know what was happening in this small town. 

Chapter 874 - Small Town ??full Dry Corpses (2) 



"Ancestor, the two of us are looking for clues about what’s going on in this place." Mu Nianci 

immediately greeted Mu Xueying who had just arrived. She told Mu Xueying that they were looking for 

clues to what had happened to this small town. 

"So you guys are investigating what happened in this place?" Mu Xueying nodded to Ye Chen and Mu 

Nianci. 

"Miss Mu Xueying, the two of us are trying to find out what caused the people in this place to die in such 

an unnatural way," Ye Chen told Mu Xueying. 

"The way these people died is very unnatural, it seems like someone is cultivating a technique that 

requires human blood to become stronger." Mu Xueying immediately drew a conclusion about what 

might happen to the people living in this small town. 

Judging from the corpses of the inhabitants of this city, Mu Xueying could conclude that there was 

someone who had absorbed these people’s blood essence. 

This person was definitely an evil cultivator cultivating a forbidden technique, Cultivators like this had to 

be eliminated immediately or else they would create an even bigger mess. 

"Miss Mu Xueying, I quite agree with what you said just now, it looks like what happened in this place 

was the work of a cultivator who most likely cultivated forbidden and evil techniques." Ye Chen quite 

agreed with what Mu Xueying said, Ye Chen also had previously thought about this issue. 

The problem was who exactly was the person who had cultivated this dangerous forbidden technique, 

Ye Chen wanted to know about it. 

"You two don’t need to be too formal with me, you can just call me Mu Xueying." Mu Xueying told Ye 

Chen and Mu Nianci not to call him formal, he didn’t really like something formal like this. 

Ye Chen and Mu Nianci nodded at Mu Xueying, from now on they would not call Mu Xueying formally. 

"Let’s split up and search for clues around this place, if we find something, send a signal." Ye Chen 

invited Mu Nianci and Mu Xueying to split up when looking for clues, this method would be faster and 

more effective in finding a clue. 

Mu Nianci and Mu Xueying nodded at Ye Chen, both of them agreed with what Ye Chen said, it would be 

faster to look for clues if they split up. 

Ye Chen, Mu Nianci, and Mu Xueying split up, they were looking for a clue that could lead them to the 

culprit of the incident that occurred in this small town. 

Ye Chen started looking for clues, himself trying to find clues using the God Eyes technique he had. 

Ye Chen surveyed every corner in this small town, searching in great detail, Ye Chen made sure not to 

miss the slightest detail. 

After searching for a while, Ye Chen could not find a clue that he could use to find the person who had 

done this. 



The perpetrator committed the murder in a very clean and tidy manner, there was hardly the slightest 

trace of violence in this city. 

"Looks like they all died instantly without putting up a fight or escaping from this place." Ye Chen 

immediately concluded that the people in this small town were killed in an instant. 

It can be seen that they don’t even know what happened until they die. 

"Master, there seems to be a trace of dark profound energy in this place, it seems that the culprit is a 

cultivator cultivating demonic techniques." Chu Yuechan told Ye Chen that it was likely that this was a 

cultivator cultivating demonic techniques. 

"Yes, I also know about it, the problem is this person is very smart, he leaves absolutely no trace when 

killing thousands of people at once, surely the cultivation level that this person has is very high." Ye Chen 

guessed that the perpetrators of all of this had cultivation which is very high. 

"You should look for more details, maybe there is evidence that can let you know about the person who 

has done all this." Chu Yuechan told Ye Chen to search in more detail. 

"Alright, I understand." Ye Chen understood, he would look for more details, maybe Ye Chen had missed 

something before. 

Ye Chen resumed his search, himself scouring every corner for clues. 

It so happened that in a corner there was a recording camera that looked still active and looked good. 

Ye Chen hurriedly went and looked at this camera recorder, it was possible that this thing contained a 

video of what happened to this Small town 

Ye Chen took this recording camera from the hand of one of the corpses, it can be seen that before he 

died, this person was capturing the moment using this camera. 

Ye Chen tried to turn on the camera in his hand, when Ye Chen did this there was a notification that the 

battery owned by the camera had run out and could not be used. 

"Shit." Ye Chen cursed very loudly, it seemed that the camera in his hand had run out of power. 

Even though Ye Chen had obtained a very good hint, he unexpectedly couldn’t even use this clue. 

"I have no choice but to bring this thing back to the city and charge it." Ye Chen had no choice but to 

bring this thing back to town to charge it. 

That way Ye Chen could see what this video camera had captured. 

Ye Chen has obtained a piece of evidence, now it is only left to see if Mu Nianci and Mu Xueying get 

another piece of evidence. 

Ye Chen went to find Mu Nianci and Mu Xueying, he wanted to know the results Mu Nianci and Mu 

Xueying had obtained. 

Finally, Ye Chen, Mu Nianci, and Mu Xueying gathered together again. 



"How?, Did you manage to get a clue or evidence?" Ye Chen asked about the results obtained by Mu 

Nianci and Mu Xueying. 

"I did not find anything," Mu Nianci said that she did not find anything, along the way she only saw 

corpses lying along the road. 

"The person who did this is quite good, there isn’t the slightest trace of violence or resistance that I can 

find." Mu Xueying also did not find anything, she had not managed to find any trace of the person who 

had killed these people. 

"So you guys didn’t find anything, I just found this." Ye Chen pointed out the recording camera he 

managed to find. 

" What is that ?" Mu Nianci and Mu Xueying were quite unfamiliar with the object in Ye Chen’s hand, 

neither of them knew what was in Ye Chen’s hand. 

"This is a recording camera, the principle is almost similar to an imaging stone, it is used to capture 

moving images." Ye Chen told Mu Nianci and Mu Xueying about the camera in his hand. 

Mu Nianci and Mu Xueying were ancient women, they both did not know about the technology that 

existed on the modern earth. 

"Then let’s see what this thing caught." Mu Xueying invited Ye Chen to see what this thing had recorded. 

"For the time being we can’t use this because the power this thing has is exhausted, we have to take it 

back to the city and charge it." Ye Chen told Mu Xueying that this thing ran out of battery power, 

therefore they couldn’t see what was stored. in this thing. 

Mu Xueying still did not really understand the thing in Ye Chen’s hand, she began to wonder what had 

happened to this earth for thousands of years, why the technology in this place had become so strange 

and foreign to Mu Xueying. 

Chapter 875 - Husband, You Managed To Persuade My Master To Come Home 

"Let’s go back to the city, we’ve got proof." Ye Chen invited Mu Nianci and Mu Xueying to return to his 

villa. 

Now there was nothing more they could do in this place, after all the culprit of this incident must have 

gone very far and would be impossible to find. 

"But what about the people in this place, are you going to leave them like this?" Mu Nianci asked Ye 

Chen about the problems of the people in this place. 

There was no way that Ye Chen would just let the corpses of these people be abandoned without being 

taken care of. 

"You don’t need to worry about that problem, I will ask the government for help to deal with this 

problem." Ye Chen told Mu Nianci that he would ask Su Wansen for help and the government for 

dealing with this matter. 

Let the government record the people who have died and return them to their families or relatives. 



"Then let’s get out of this place, there’s nothing else we can do in this place." Ye Chen invited Mu 

Xueying and Mu Nianci to leave this place. 

Since Ye Chen already had his own plans to take care of the residents who had passed away, there was 

nothing else they could do in this place. 

Ye Chen, Mu Nianci, and Mu Xueying immediately boarded the profound ark. 

After everyone boarded, Ye Chen returned to control the profound ark heading towards the city he lived 

in. 

This time the profound ark flew at a much faster speed than before. 

Because there was an urgent matter, Ye Chen could no longer relax as before, he had to go back and tell 

Su Wansen this strange discovery so that this matter could be resolved immediately. 

In just a few minutes, Ye Chen and Mu Nianci and Mu Xueying had already arrived near the city. 

"So this is the civilization of planet earth after thousands of years? , It is much more sophisticated than 

when I first came to this place." Mu Xueying slightly admired the earth civilization that could develop 

into this. 

"When compared to your past, the earth has developed quite rapidly, although now humans are no 

longer familiar with cultivation, they now consider all of it as superstition," Ye Chen said to Mu Xueying. 

"The Earth is far different from thousands of years ago, the pure energy in this place has started to 

decline due to pollution, so it is not strange that humans who live no longer know about the world of 

cultivators, it is quite difficult to cultivate in a place with dirty Energy like this "Mu Xueying said to Ye 

Chen. 

"It’s because of the actions of a handful of irresponsible people, the result is that the earth is filled with 

pollution that made it this way." Ye Chen quite agreed with what Mu Xueying said, the earth is indeed 

full of pollution caused by a handful of irresponsible people. 

If the earth was still awake as it was before, there would still be many cultivators who would have 

survived until now. 

The Profound Ark had finally arrived right above Ye Chen’s villa, they had already arrived at their final 

destination. 

"Let’s go down." Ye Chen invited Mu Nianci and Mu Xueying down to his villa. 

Mu Nianci and Mu Xueying followed Ye Chen down to the villa below them. 

When Mu Nianci and Mu Xueying had already disembarked from the profound ark, Ye Chen pulled back 

his profound ark. 

"Come inside." Ye Chen invited Mu Nianci and Mu Xueying inside. 

This was Mu Xueying’s first time in Ye Chen’s villa, so it wasn’t strange that Mu Xueying was a little 

stranger to this place. 



Mu Xueying looked around this place, herself finding out what kind of residence Ye Chen had. 

Ye Chen possessed a profound ark that was very sophisticated, it should have been stored in this villa a 

great secret waiting to be unloaded by Mu Xueying. 

Mu Xueying likes things she is interested in, she is quite interested in the myriad of secrets that Ye Chen 

has. 

Mu Xueying wanted to expose Ye Chen’s secret, she was not satisfied if she did not succeed in exposing 

Ye Chen’s secret. 

Women are really very complicated creatures to understand, they really like things that they find 

mysterious. 

Mu Xueying did not know that he was looking for a problem with the wrong person, what Mu Xueying 

was doing at this time could make him fall into a very deep hole and would not be able to come back. 

Ye Chen guided Mu Xueying and Mu Nianci into the villa. 

What a coincidence when the three of them arrived at the entrance, the three of them were greeted by 

Mu Lanyin. 

"Husband, you managed to persuade my Master to come home." Mu Lanyin was happy when she saw 

Ye Chen managed to bring Mu Nianci back to this villa. 

"Yes, of course, you know how capable your husband is, right?" Ye Chen prided himself in front of Mu 

Lanyin. 

Mu Nianci was helpless when she saw what Ye Chen was doing right now, how could Ye Chen boast right 

in front of Mu Lanyin like this. 

If she had known this beforehand, Mu Nianci would have refused to come back with Ye Chen. 

"Husband, who is this woman?" Mu Lanyin asked the beautiful woman that Ye Chen had just brought 

home. 

Judging from the clothes this woman was wearing, it seemed like they belonged to the Frozen Ice Sect 

from the past. 

Mu Lanyin began to wonder what identity Mu Xueying had. 

"Lanyin, this is the founder of the Frozen Ice Sect, you better be respectful when talking to her." Mu 

Nianci immediately told identity Mu’s Xueying to Mu Lanyin. 

Mu Lanyin was dumbfounded when she heard this news from her master, she couldn’t believe what Mu 

Nianci had just told her. 

The beautiful woman in front of her turned out to be the one who had founded the Frozen Ice Sect. 

Mu Lanyin began to wonder how the first ancestor could come back to life, didn’t the first ancestor not 

exist for thousands of years? 



"Lanyin why are you dumbfounded, hurry up and pay your respects to the ancestors." Mu Nianci told 

Mu Lanyin to pay respects to Mu Xueying. 

Mu Lanyin immediately regained consciousness when she heard Mu Nianci’s words, she immediately 

knelt down and saluted Mu Xueying. 

"Greetings to the sect founder" Mu Lanyin saluted Mu Xueying. 

"Get up, I told you not to be too formal with me, I don’t like things like that." Mu Xueying said not to be 

too formal to herself, she didn’t like being treated like this by someone. 

Ordered to wake up, Mu Lanyin immediately stood up again. 

"Master, do I need to call all female disciples to meet with the founder Sect ?" Mu Lanyin asked Mu 

Nianci. 

Mu Lanyin wanted to know if she should call a female disciple from the Frozen Ice Sect to pay respects 

to Mu Xueying. 

The female disciple of the Frozen Ice Sect should know that the first founder was in this place. 

"You don’t need to tell them, let this matter remain a secret." Mu Xueying stopped what Mu Lanyin was 

about to do, she didn’t like being worshiped like before. 

Mu Xueying preferred to hide her identity as the founder of the Frozen Ice Sect. 

"I see." Mu Lanyin understood Mu Xueying’s meaning, it seemed that Mu Xueying wanted to hide her 

identity as the founder of the Frozen Ice Sect. 

Chapter 876 - Interrogated Mu Xueying 

"Let’s enter, you can continue your conversation inside." Ye Chen invited Mu Lanyin, Mu Nianci and Mu 

Xueying inside. 

Inside the Villa the three of them can spend whatever time they have talking to their heart’s content. 

Ye Chen, Mu Lanyin, Mu Nianci and Mu Xueying went inside, the four of them immediately headed for 

the living room. 

"I’ll go upstairs to charge from this camera." Ye Chen said that he would go upstairs to charge from the 

camera. 

at the same time Ye Chen intends to contact Su Wansen to evacuate the residents who have died in the 

small town they previously visited. 

Mu Nianci and Mu Xueying immediately nodded at Ye Chen, meanwhile Mu Lanyin looked confused 

about what Ye Chen, Mu Nianci, and Mu Xueying were talking about. 

Ye Chen immediately went upstairs, he went to his room. 

Now in the guest room only Mu Lanyin, Mu Nianci, and Mu Xueying remained. 



"Master actually what happened, why ancestors can come back to life" Mu Lanyin immediately asked 

Mu Nianci, she wanted to know the whole story that happened. 

Especially how could Mu Xueying who had been dead for a long time, come back to life like this. 

"Okay, I will explain everything to you." Mu Nianci began to explain what happened to Mu Lanyin, she 

began to explain the beginning of the story when they were in the cave where Mu Xueying Sleep For 

long time. 

Mu Lanyin listened to the story Mu Nianci Carefully, she listened to the entire storyline told by Mu 

Nianci. 

"So that’s how it is" After hearing Mu Nianci’s story, Mu Lanyin knew what really happened. 

It turned out that Mu Xueying didn’t die from the start, all this time she was only in a sleep mode. 

Throughout the generations no one had ever discovered that Mu Xueying had not died, if it weren’t for 

Ye Chen to discover this, Mu Xueying would likely have remained asleep forever. 

"So you are the sect master of this generation." Mu Xueying asked Mu Lanyin who was in front of her. 

"Yes, I am the current Sect Master." Mu Lanyin answered Mu Xueying’s question, She telling Mu Xueying 

that she was indeed the current Sect Master of the Frozen Ice Sect. 

"You have a very high cultivation base, it looks like you are the strongest Sect Master in the history of 

the Frozen Ice Sect," Mu Xueying said to Mu Lanyin. 

"Ancestors praise me too much, I’m not that great." Mu Lanyin tried to be modest in front of Mu 

Xueying. 

"Hold out your hand." Mu Xueying told Mu Lanyin to stretch out her hand. 

Mu Lanyin didn’t think much of herself as she stretched her hand towards Mu Xueying. 

Mu Xueying touched Mu Lanyin’s hand, Mu Xueying started to close her eyes. 

"So you have a full legacy from the Ice Phoenix God, you are really very lucky." Mu Xueying said that Mu 

Lanyin was very lucky to be able to inherit the very rare Ice Phoenix God. 

Even in God Realm, there are only a few people who can have the full inheritance of the Ice Phoenix 

God, for this reason Mu Xueying said that Mu Lanyin is a very, very fortunate person. 

Mu Xueying did not expect that the Frozen Ice Sect would be filled with such great talents as Mu 

Xueying and Mu Nianci, it seemed that this was the era of glory that the Frozen Ice Sect had ever seen. 

Mu Lanyin and Mu Nianci had wings that were so wide they could fly to heights that ordinary people 

could not imagine. 

If Mu Xueying brought these two women to her sect in God Realm, the two of them would definitely 

become quite shining stars. 

Plus the two of them possessed peerless beauty, there would definitely be countless men lining up to 

get them both. 



"This is your tea" suddenly a very beautiful woman came, carrying a tea in her hand, she put the tea 

right in front of Mu Xueying. 

Mu Xueying released her grip from Mu Lanyin hand, she started to take the tea that a peerless beauty 

had just delivered. 

Mu Xueying started to sip the tea that was delivered by a beautiful woman, Mu Xueying looked quite 

relaxed as she drank the tea that had just been brought to her. 

"How, does the tea me make good ?" Nangong Xiang asked Mu Xueying about the tea she had just 

made. 

"Yes, the tea you made is really delicious." Mu Xueying praised the tea made by Nangong Xiang, the tea 

made by Nangong Xiang really tasted good. 

Mu Xueying returned to drinking the tea that was in her hand. 

" Puftt. .. " A few seconds after taking a sip of tea, Mu Xueying suddenly spat out the tea she had just 

drank. 

Mu Xueying immediately looked sideways at the beautiful woman who had just given herself this tea. 

"Empress Sun?" Mu Xueying was shocked when she saw Nangong Xiang’s presence in this place, she 

couldn’t believe what she was seeing right now. 

She saw a legend that he never imagined in this life. 

One of the top ranking beauties in the God Realm was actually standing right before her eyes. 

"So you are from the God Realm, as I thought from the start." Nangong Xiang smiled at Mu Xueying. 

When Mu Xueying entered this villa, Nangong Xiang had already detected someone with an extremely 

high cultivation, so it wouldn’t be strange for Nangong Xiang to come right away to see for himself who 

this very high cultivation person was. 

"Empress, why are you here?" Mu Xueying nervously asked Nangong Xiang. 

Mu Xueying who was usually calm , was very nervous when she saw the legendary figure standing in 

front of her, even the hand that Mu Xueying was holding onto the cup began to tremble when she saw 

Nangong Xiang in this place. 

Mu Xueying simply couldn’t imagine a peerless beauty goddess would appear in such a remote place like 

Earth, this thing Mu Xueying could never imagine. 

"You are still asking why, this is where I live, I should have asked what you want to come here" Nangong 

Xiang asked Mu Xueying back. 

Nangong Xiang wanted to know why Mu Xueying had come to this place. 

Mu Xueying had a very high cultivation, Nangong Xiang was afraid that Mu Xueying would do something 

that could harm Ye Chen, that’s why she intended to interrogate Mu Xueying. 

Nangong Xiang wanted to know where Mu Xueying came from and what background. 



If Mu Xueying rated dangerous for them, then Nangong Xiang would try to keep this woman away from 

this place. 

"Me.. ., me.. ., me.. ., "Mu Xueying stuttered as she tried to answer Nangong Xiang’s question. 

The aura of being a former empress made Mu Xueying feel very oppressed. 

"Why are you stuttering like that, quickly explain everything to me" Nangong Xiang said to Mu Xueying 

to explain the purpose and purpose of coming here. 

Due to a pressure emanating from Nangong Xiang, Mu Xueying had no choice but to reveal her 

intentions and arrival here. 

Mu Xueying told Nangong Xiang that she needed Ye Chen to stabilize her Yin Qi. 

Besides that Mu Xueying also said that she was a little interested in the secrets that Ye Chen had, Mu 

Xueying was quite curious about the secrets that Ye Chen had. 

Chapter 877 - A Large Fraction Began To Move 

"So that’s what you came here for?" Nangong Xiang said to Mu Xueying. 

"Yes, that was my purpose for coming to this place." Mu Xueying confirmed what she had just said. 

"You’re not planning anything bad on us right?" Nangong Xiang said to Mu Xueying. 

" no.. . , no.. . , no.. . , I can’t possibly do something like that. After all, in this place there are women 

from the Frozen Ice Sect, so there’s no way I could plan anything bad. "Mu Xueying wouldn’t do 

anything bad, she didn’t have any bad plans for Ye Chen or anything to the woman who lives in this 

place. 

Nangong Xiang looked closely at Mu Xueying, she was watching whether Mu Xueying was lying or not. 

"Sister Xiang, she is the founder of the Frozen Ice Sect, so you can rest assured that she won’t do 

anything bad to us." Mu Lanyin immediately tried to dispel Nangong Xiang’s suspicions. 

She didn’t want Nangong Xiang to be too suspicious of Mu Xueying, who was the founder of the Frozen 

Ice Sect. 

"You are, the founder of the Frozen Ice Sect?" 

Nangong Xiang was a little surprised when she heard this, it was unexpected that this beautiful and 

strong woman was the one who had founded the Frozen Ice Sect. 

"Yes, I am the one who has built the Frozen Ice Sect." Mu Xueying told Nangong Xiang that she was the 

one who had built the Frozen Ice Sect. 

Mu Xueying was very surprised when she heard Mu Lanyin calling Empress Sun sister, Mu Xueying began 

to wonder about the relationship that Nangong Xiang and Mu Lanyin had. 

Did goddess Nangong Xiang have accepted Mu Lanyin as a sister foster or something. 



"How could a woman as strong as you set up a sect in such a remote place?" Nangong Xiang wanted to 

know how Mu Xueying could set up a sect in such a remote place. 

With Mu Xueying’s strength, Mu Xueying should be able to establish a sect in the low ranking stars of 

the God Realm. 

The land in God Realm is much better than the earth, the Sect there will definitely develop very rapidly. 

"I have my own reasons for doing that." Mu Xueying told Nangong Xiang that she had her own reasons 

for establishing the Frozen Ice Sect. 

"You dare to act mysterious in front of me, I want to know everything quickly tell me" Nangong Xiang 

did not like it when she saw Mu Xueying who tried to act mysterious in front of herself. 

Nangong Xiang wanted to know clearly about Mu Xueying, before that happened, she would not just let 

this woman go. 

Mu Xueying was completely helpless, she was completely forced by Nangong Xiang to be in this state. 

Initially she wanted to expose Ye Chen’s secret, unexpectedly that her secret would even be exposed by 

Nangong Xiang. 

"Let’s say it quickly, we want to hear it." Nangong Xiang told Mu Xueying to tell everything clearly. 

Mu Xueying began to tell the origin of everything, she even told Mu Nianci, Mu Lanyin and Nangong 

Xiang where she came from. 

Even though Mu Xueying told Mu Nianci, Mu Lanyin and Nangong Xiang about her origins, she didn’t tell 

her why she came to earth, she didn’t want these women to know why she came to earth. 

"I see." After listening to Mu Xueying’s long story, Nangong Xiang finally began to believe that Mu 

Xueying did not mean anything bad to Ye Chen or the people in this villa. 

" What is this ?" Ye Chen came down from the top floor, himself asking what was going on in this place. 

"Nothing. This is just a little talk by women." Nangong Xiang told Ye Chen not to need to know about this 

matter. 

Ye Chen "-_-". 

Ye Chen felt helpless when he listened to what was going on, it seemed that they were all talking about 

an issue that only girls could know. 

"Ye Chen, how did it go." Mu Nianci asked about the results Ye Chen had. 

"Here comes the result, let’s see what happened" Ye Chen showed the video recording to all the women 

in this place. 

Mu Nianci, Mu Lanyin, Mu Xueying and Nangong Xiang saw recording that Ye Chen was trying to show 

them all. 

In the video recording that Ye Chen showed, there was a bloody scene where the sky began to turn red 

like blood. 



When the sky turned red, suddenly blood started to come out of their pores and body parts, the blood 

that was in people’s bodies began to be sucked towards the sky. 

it can be seen that these guys didn’t have a resistance when this happened, they were like they were 

being controlled so much that they couldn’t put up a fight. 

"What happen ?" Mu Lanyin began to wonder what was really going on, why were these people’s blood 

essences suddenly being sucked towards the sky. 

Nangong Xiang was no stranger to the scenery on the record, this was exactly what happened to the 

Gates of Eternity Sect. 

"Ye Chen what is it?" Nangong Xiang asked Ye Chen the meaning of the video recording he had just 

shown them. 

"This is the recording we found in a small town that we happened to pass by, the residents in that place 

suddenly became dry corpses, with this recording everything became clearer." Ye Chen began to explain 

what happened to Nangong. Xiang. 

After getting an explanation from Ye Chen, Nangong Xiang finally understood what the video just meant. 

"Why can’t you see in that thing a figure who has done all this?" Mu Nianci was disappointed when she 

saw that in the recording shown by Ye Chen, there was no visible figure who had committed such a 

violent murder. 

"Yes, unfortunately in this recording there are no hints of a person who has done this, a person who has 

done this is hiding behind a cloud." Ye Chen was quite disappointed that he did not find the figure of the 

perpetrator who had committed this massacre. 

"Ye Chen, if you look at this video, it looks like it was the Demon doing," said Nangong Xiang to Ye Chen. 

"Xiang, in that place there is indeed a trace of dark power, so it is definitely the work of an evil cultivator 

or demon." Ye Chen had suspected this for a long time, what he was thinking about was who this evil 

cultivator or demon was. 

"Ye Chen don’t you have any other clues" Asked Nangong Xiang to Ye Chen. 

Nangong Xiang wanted to help Ye Chen solve this problem, if this happened to earth, it would be quite a 

serious problem. 

"I just contacted Grandpa Su, he told me that this incident also happened in various places around the 

world, I don’t know if the culprit was the same or there was only one person," said Ye Chen to Nangong 

Xiang. 

Ye Chen just contacted Su Wansen, he had just had a long discussion with Su Wansen about this matter. 

In the discussion that Ye Chen had together with Su Wansen, Ye Chen discovered that this incident had 

actually happened in several places in this world. 



of course This made Ye Chen even more worried, he didn’t know the culprit behind the incident that 

happened, whether the perpetrator of this incident used these people as sacrifices or to strengthen 

themselves, this was a question that kept on Ye Chen’s mind. 

"Looks like the culprit who has done all this is very smart, he really can cover his tracks so perfectly 

perfectly, it looks like this is a very troublesome creature to deal with," Mu Xueying said to everyone. 

Mu Xueying felt that this person was smart enough, it was quite difficult to find out who had done all 

this. 

"I’ve promised Grandpa Su to take part in solving this problem, so I will look for a clue about this 

matter." Ye Chen had promised Su Wansen to help investigate all this. 

If this continues, the victims will continue to fall, it is recorded that there have been more than 2 million 

people who died in this incident, all of whom died in the same way, they all looked dry and like bones. 

"Xiang, where are Zhang Shiyun and Xue Suyin?" Ye Chen asked about the whereabouts of Zhang Shiyun 

and Xue Suyin. 

"The two of them are going to investigate something, if I’m not mistaken this has to do with the big 

faction that controls this world" Nangong Xiang told Ye Chen that Zhang Shiyun and Xue Suyin were 

going to investigate the great power that controlled this world. 

It seems the two of them have received some news that the higher-ups of the big faction are starting to 

move into this territory. 

Hearing this unpleasant news, Zhang Shiyun and Xue Suyin immediately went to carry out an 

investigation. 

"So they are also busy with their own problems". 

Ye Chen could understand what Zhang Shiyun and Xue Suyin were doing, it seemed that the two of them 

were busy taking care of the intruders who had entered this territory. 

Each big faction has their own territory, if one faction infiltrates the territory of another faction, surely 

the faction that is being infiltrated will not remain silent. 

Usually each of the major factions avoided entering into the territory of other factions, it seemed like 

they were looking for something valuable in this area, or maybe they were planning something else. 

ever since the disappearance of the Dark Legacy Faction from this world, this world has become more 

and more chaotic, each faction has started to heat up and can at any time carry out a large scale battle. 

Chapter 878 - Mei Yueli Was Changing Clothes 

"So what are you going to do now?" Nangong Xiang asked what Ye Chen was going to do. 

"I will go to find Zhang Shiyun and Xue Suyin, maybe this incident has something to do with the big 

faction controlling this world." Ye Chen intended to look for Zhang Shiyun and Xue Suyin first to ask 

about the current situation. 

"Do I need to accompany you?" Nangong Xiang asked Ye Chen. 



"No need, you just stay here, I’m afraid that evil cultivators who have killed many people will attack this 

city," Ye Chen said to Nangong Xiang. 

Ye Chen was afraid of an assault incident that had injured Ling Yin and Fu Lanling and affected the lives 

they had. 

"Fine, if that’s what you want" Nangong Xiang nodded, for now she will remain in this villa to take care 

of everyone. 

"Then I’ll go first" Ye Chen said goodbye to Mu Lanyin, Mu Nianci, Mu Xueying and Nangong Xiang. 

"Then be careful" Nangong Xiang told Ye Chen to be careful and not underestimate this quite mysterious 

enemy. 

"Okay" Ye Chen nodded at Nangong Xiang, after saying goodbye to Mu Lanyin, Mu Nianci, Mu Xueying 

and Nangong Xiang Ye Chen left this place. 

"Empress Sun, what is your relationship with this man named Ye Chen, it seems that you are quite close" 

Mu Xueying asked about the relationship that Nangong Xiang and Ye Chen had. 

Regardless of where the relationship between the two of them was quite close, this made Mu Xueying 

suspicious of the relationship that Mu Xueying and Ye Chen had. 

"Don’t call me Empress, I am no longer an Empress, I am now just a normal woman who lives in this 

place." Nangong Xiang was not happy with the title Mu Xueying was using. 

Nangong Xiang had almost forgotten the old life she had, now she wanted to focus on the new life she 

had. 

There was no point in continuing to remember the dark past, it was better for Nangong Xiang to focus 

on enjoying her life with this family that made her comfortable. 

"Eh, why?" Mu Xueying asked Nangong Xiang. 

"You don’t need to know the reason, the most important thing from now on don’t call me Empress, my 

name is Nangong Xiang, so call me Nangong Xiang" Nangong Xiang told Mu Xueying to call herself by 

using the real name she had. 

"OK, I understand." Mu Xueying had no other choice but to obey Nangong Xiang’s words. 

Mu Xueying didn’t want to offend Nangong Xiang, so it wasn’t strange that she didn’t want to talk about 

this matter any further. 

Mu Lanyin, Mu Nianci, Mu Xueying & Nangong Xiang were talking, the four of them chatted to get 

closer. 

. 

. 

. 



Meanwhile, Ye Chen was preparing to go to find the whereabouts of Zhang Shiyun and Xue Suyin, 

because Zhang Shiyun and Xue Suyin were now Ye Chen’s women, Ye Chen could easily find the 

whereabouts of both of them. 

Judging from the current location of the two of them, Zhang Shiyun and Xue Suyin seemed to be in the 

capital city of this country, if Ye Chen wanted to find both of them, he inevitably had to go to the 

nation’s capital. 

"Husband, you’ve come home." A while after Ye Chen came out of the Villa, he met his wife Liu Yue. 

Liu Yue was currently wearing a female work shirt which looked very seductive, it seemed that Liu Yue 

had just returned from her company. 

Even though Liu Yue was now a cultivator with a fairly high cultivation base, Liu Yue still had time to 

manage Ye Chen’s company or her own company. 

"Yue, did you just come back from your company?" Ye Chen asked Liu Yue. 

"Yes, I just came back from an important meeting which couldn’t be helped," said Liu Yue to Ye Chen. 

Liu Yue had just attended an important meeting which couldn’t be helped, it was regarding the 

development of several large projects they were currently working on. 

"Husband, do you want to go again?" Liu Yue asked Ye Chen. 

"Yes, I want to go do something important" Ye Chen told Liu Yue that he intended to go. 

"Husband, in the past few days Sister Qingyu has been looking for you, it seems like she wants to ask for 

a little help." Liu Yue told Ye Chen that in the past few days Xia Qingyu had been asking Liu Yue about Ye 

Chen’s news. 

"What’s up?, Did something happen?" Ye Chen asked Liu Yue. 

Ye Chen wanted to know what happened to Xia Qingyu, why did Xia Qingyu keep asking Liu Yue how she 

was. 

"I don’t know about that matter." Liu Yue said that she didn’t know about this problem. 

Liu Yue didn’t know why Xia Qingyu was looking for Ye Chen, Xia Qingyu didn’t talk about her own 

interests to Liu Yue. 

"Okay, I’ll stop over there first, I want to see what’s going on" Ye Chen said to Liu Yue. 

Ye Chen now had to go to Xia Qingyu’s place before going to the capital. 

"Okay, bye" Liu Yue waved her hand at Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen went to Xia house, because the distance was not too far, in just a few minutes Ye Chen had 

arrived in front of Xia house. 

Because Ye Chen didn’t want to waste the time he had, Ye Chen immediately went to sneak into Xia 

Qingyu’s room. 



It so happened that the window of Xia Qingyu’s room was not locked so that Ye Chen could easily enter 

Xia Qingyu’s room. 

When Ye Chen intended to open the bedroom window, he found a pretty beautiful scene right in front 

of him. 

Currently in Xia Qingyu’s room, Mei Yueli was changing clothes. 

There’s no need to ask Mei Yueli right now is completely naked right in front of Ye Chen, there is nothing 

under the clothes that Mei Yueli is wearing, Mei Yueli is completely not wearing underwear under the 

clothes she is currently wearing. 

The veil worn by Mei Yueli had also been removed, now Ye Chen could clearly see the beautiful face Mei 

Yueli had. 

Mei Yueli’s face without a veil is indeed beautiful, this woman is indeed a beauty that is quite rare in 

God Realm. 

"This woman is so brave, she really doesn’t wear anything in her clothes." Ye Chen felt that Mei Yueli 

was a very brave woman, Mei Yueli didn’t wear anything under her clothes. 

In God Realm, there are no underwear, so women in God Realm do not have anything under their 

clothes. 

Even though the women of God Realm did not wear a bra or underwear, their body shape was very well 

preserved, it could be seen from Mei Yueli’s well-developed body, there was hardly the slightest 

loosening of Mei Yueli’s body. 

Everything still looks tight and very elastic to touch. 

It would be great to touch Mei Yueli’s beautiful body. 

Ye Chen felt quite excited when he saw Mei Yueli who was in her current state. 

The blood on Ye Chen’s body started to heat up when he saw the beautiful scene before his eyes. 

Mei Yueli felt an unpleasant gaze upon herself, when Mei Yueli looked at the window, she found that 

outside was a man who was watching himself change into clothes. 

Mei Yueli’s and Ye Chen’s eyes met, the two of them looked at each other. 

Chapter 879 - Almost Found By Xia Qingyu 

Ye Chen and Mei Yueli not speaking both looked like statues as they stared at each other. 

" Hi. . "Ye Chen started waving his hand at Mei Yueli. 

Mei Yueli still looked shocked when she saw Ye Chen in front of her, her brain still couldn’t respond to 

what was happening right now. 

"Ahhhh.. .. "After a moment of silence and unresponsiveness, Mei Yueli finally began to let out an 

extremely loud scream. 



Mei Yueli started frantically trying to cover her naked body. 

Everything is really late, Ye Chen has seen everything very clearly. 

Ye Chen hurriedly entered Xia Qingyu’s room, he immediately hugged Mei Yueli so as not to scream. 

If Xia Qingyu heard and found out that he was peeking at Mei Yueli, Xia Qingyu would be very angry with 

him. 

Mei Yueli was more and more surprised by the courage shown by Ye Chen, it was unexpected that Ye 

Chen would push herself to the floor. 

In addition, Ye Chen covered her mouth with the hand he had. 

Ye Chen and Mei Yueli’s position was quite ambiguous, Ye Chen looked like a criminal who wanted to do 

bad things to Mei Yueli. 

Mei Yueli did not remain silent, she tried to rebel against Ye Chen. 

Mei Yueli was afraid that men wouldn’t be strange that Mei Yueli would rebel when she was so close to 

Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen tried to use his full strength to hold Mei Yueli, he had to use all his strength to hold Mei Yueli. 

Mei Yueli is very strong, even though Mei Yueli’s condition hasn’t fully recovered, Mei Yueli can put up a 

pretty tough resistance for Ye Chen. 

"Miss Mei Yueli please calm down, it was a misunderstanding." Ye Chen tried to calm Mei Yueli, he tried 

as much as possible to persuade Mei Yueli not to get angry with him. 

"You pervert, hurry up and let me go, I’ll kill you." Mei Yueli told Ye Chen to let herself go. 

Mei Yueli was really angry with Ye Chen, she was very angry at Ye Chen who had dared to see her body 

directly. 

In addition, Ye Chen had seen herself without a veil, it was something that had touched the limits of Mei 

Yueli. 

Mei Yueli wanted to pry out Ye Chen’s eyes that had stained her, this man shouldn’t be forgiven. 

The feud could not be avoided, Ye Chen continued to try to persuade Mei Yueli who was under his body. 

"Boing.. . "Ye Chen felt something very soft against his chest. 

Ye Chen is a veteran man, he naturally knows the thing that touches his chest. 

This was clearly Mei Yueli’s double peak, the sensation of this thing was quite pleasant when it touched 

Ye Chen body. 

Because Mei Yueli kept moving to get away from Ye Chen, Mei Yueli didn’t realize that her double peak 

had hit Ye Chen’s chest. 

Ye Chen didn’t know that Mei Yueli’s size was big enough, at least it was around E to F cup, because Mei 

Yueli was wearing an ancient outfit, this double peak was slightly closed, so the real size was hard to see. 



When the ancient clothes that were in the way came off, the two super-large double tops were finally 

exposed with great clarity. 

Ye Chen and Mei Yueli remained in a more ambiguous position, the two of them entangled tighter like a 

couple enjoying their first night. 

Ye Chen continued to try to calm Mei Yueli, himself trying various sweet words to persuade Mei Yueli. 

After a while, Mei Yueli finally wanted to calm down, she started to stop rebelling like before. 

Again Ye Chen and Mei Yueli looked at each other, Ye Chen was looking at Mei Yueli while Mei Yueli was 

looking at Ye Chen. 

"If you look closely, this pervert is quite handsome," Mei Yueli said in her heart. 

"Miss Mei Yueli is pretty too." Ye Chen also thought the same thing Mei Yueli thought, according to Ye 

Chen. Mei Yueli looked beautiful when she took off her veil. 

The atmosphere began to change, now that the tense atmosphere had completely disappeared, now 

that Ye Chen and Mei Yueli were in their own world. 

I don’t know what had just entered Mei Yueli and Ye Chen’s mind, the faces of the two suddenly started 

to approach each other, the current scene was like a couple about to kiss. 

"Sister Yueli, what’s wrong, why is it so noisy in there?" From outside Xia Qingyu asked Mei Yueli, she 

wanted to know what was going on in her room. 

Just now when she was downstairs, Xia Qingyu listened to a commotion upstairs. 

This noise was clearly coming from her room, so Xia Qingyu immediately returned to her room to find 

out what had happened. 

Mei Yueli immediately realized that when she listened to Xia Qingyu’s voice, Mei Yueli hurriedly pushed 

Ye Chen away from her. 

This time Ye Chen was very easily pushed away by Mei Yueli, Ye Chen was now sitting not far from Mei 

Yueli’s body. 

"Qingyu, nothing happened in here, I was just a see disgusting animal." Mei Yueli immediately answered 

Xia Qingyu who was outside this room, trying to find a sensible reason to hide this from Xia Qingyu. 

Mei Yueli didn’t want Xia Qingyu to see the embarrassing thing that was happening in this room, if Xia 

Qingyu saw the scene in the room, Mei Yueli would definitely lose her face in front of Xia Qingyu. 

In the room there is a pair of men and women sitting across from each other, moreover this woman is 

naked without wearing a garment, It would be embarrassing to be seen by an outsider. 

"Are you sure you are fine, should I go inside and see how you are?" Xia Qingyu asked Mei Yueli. 

Mei Yueli and Ye Chen panicked when they heard Xia Qingyu intended to enter the room they were in. 

If it was until Xia Qingyu saw what was going on, then Ye Chen and Xia Qingyu would be finished. 



"You don’t need to enter, I’m really fine." Mei Yueli strictly forbade Xia Qingyu to enter this room, she 

didn’t want Xia Qingyu to enter this room. 

" Are you sure ?" asked Xia Qingyu who was outside the room. 

Xia Qingyu seemed still worried about the voice she had just heard, she was afraid that Mei Yueli’s 

wounds would get worse. 

In the past few days Mei Yueli’s wounds have gotten worse, Xia Qingyu doesn’t know why Mei Yueli’s 

injuries are getting worse, even though previously Mei Yueli had looked somewhat better. 

A few days ago, Mei Yueli went out to do something, when suddenly Mei Yueli’s situation became a little 

worse. 

This was also the reason Xia Qingyu was looking for Ye Chen, she wanted Ye Chen to return to treat Mei 

Yueli. 

"You don’t need to worry, I’m really fine." Mei Yueli tried to convince Xia Qingyu that she was fine. 

"Well if that’s the case, I’ll go back downstairs" Xia Qingyu said to Mei Yueli. 

Since Mei Yueli said she was fine, Xia Qingyu had no choice but to go back downstairs to finish her job. 

Mei Yueli and Ye Chen felt great relief when they saw Xia Qingyu leave. 

Earlier that was close, Ye Chen and Mei Yueli were almost found by Xia Qingyu. 

Chapter 880 - You Better Cover Your Body First 

The situation in this room became so awkward, neither Ye Chen or Mei Yueli said a word. 

"Uehh, I’ve been tainted by this pervert." Mei Yueli started to cry, Mei Yueli who now looks like a child 

who has just been bullied by Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen started scratching his head confusedly, unexpectedly a woman with a thousand years old like 

Mei Yueli would cry like this. 

"Calm down, it was just a misunderstanding." Ye Chen tried to calm Mei Yueli who was crying. 

Ye Chen was a little confused looking for a way to calm Mei Yueli, not expecting Mei Yueli to be like this. 

Mei Yueli could not be calmed down, Mei Yueli was still crying because the pure chastity that she had 

guarded for thousands of years just vanished. 

Mei Yueli is an pure woman who has never known about the world of relationships between men and 

women, so until now Mei Yueli is still a very pure woman without the slightest touch or tarnish by men. 

And today for the first time Mei Yueli actually showed her naked body and face to a male as perverted 

as Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen felt guilty towards Mei Yueli, feeling that he had done something bad to Mei Yueli. 

Ye Chen started to take his Suit which was in the fairy gate storage, he started to give this Suit to Mei 

Yueli. 



"You better cover your body first" Ye Chen told Mei Yueli to cover his body using the Suit he had just 

taken. 

Mei Yueli started to stop crying, she accepted Ye Chen’s Suit, she began to use this Suit to cover her 

body. 

Since Ye Chen’s Suit was quite large, Mei Yueli’s upper body could easily be hidden by the Suit Ye Chen 

had just given her. 

Unfortunately Mei Yueli’s lower body was not covered, this made Mei Yueli’s thigh still exposed by Ye 

Chen. 

The current scene was truly beautiful, Ye Chen was consecutively shown a beautiful scene by Mei Yueli. 

Mei Yueli looked at Ye Chen with a look of hostility, it can be seen that Mei Yueli was angry with Ye 

Chen. 

"Miss Mei Yueli, forgive me for the mistakes I have done." Ye Chen again tried to apologize to Mei Yueli. 

"You know you’re wrong?" Mei Yueli said to Ye Chen. 

"Of course I know ,I was wrong for entering recklessly, I thought you were Qingyu" said Ye Chen to Mei 

Yueli. 

At first Ye Chen thought that in this room was Xia Qingyu, unexpectedly it turned out that the woman 

who was changing clothes would instead become Mei Yueli. 

Mei Yueli gritted her teeth at the excuse said by Ye Chen.. 

"Do you know, because of you now I am no longer innocent like before, this is all because of the 

mistakes you have done" Mei Yueli said to Ye Chen. 

Women from Nine Immortals Peak were only allowed to show the faces they had to their husbands, or 

future husbands, if any outsiders dared to see the real faces they had, then women from Nine Immortals 

Peak were allowed to kill that man. 

This meant that Mei Yueli could kill Ye Chen if she wanted to. 

"Then I will take responsibility for everything." Ye Chen was a man in charge. 

After making a mistake, he didn’t mind taking responsibility for what he had just done to Mei Yueli. 

"Huh? What are you saying?" Mei Yueli said in a sarcastic tone. 

"I said I will take responsibility for everything I did just now." Ye Chen repeated his words to Mei Yueli 

again. 

"Then what about Qingyu, are you going to just abandon her?" Mei Yueli said to Ye Chen. 

As friends with Xia Qingyu, Mei Yueli would definitely think about Xia Qingyu, it was also that she 

couldn’t kill Ye Chen. 

"Of course not, Xia Qingyu will still be my future wife, and so will you" said Ye Chen to Mei Yueli. 



"You pervert and greedy boy, I won’t want to be your woman." Mei Yueli rejected what Ye Chen was 

trying to do. 

Mei Yueli didn’t want to do something like that, how could she be different men with other women, that 

was something Mei Yueli had never thought about in her life. 

Plus Mei Yueli was afraid of boys, so it was likely that Mei Yueli wouldn’t marry a boy. 

"If you don’t want to do that, you can forget what happened, after all in this place there are only you 

and me Greetings, we don’t talk. No outsiders will know about this matter," said Ye Chen to Mei Yueli. 

Since Mei Yueli didn’t want to accept himself, then Ye Chen had no other choice but to say those words 

just now. 

Mei Yueli started thinking about Ye Chen’s words just now. what Ye Chen said had a point too, as long as 

they didn’t say anything, then outsiders wouldn’t know about this matter. 

At least Mei Yueli didn’t need to be Ye Chen’s woman, she could still keep the incident a secret to 

herself. 

" How ?" Ye Chen asked Mei Yueli. 

"From now on you have to forget everything, if what happens today is leaked, the first person I will go to 

is you." Mei Yueli warned Ye Chen not to leak this embarrassing incident. 

If it was until Mei Yueli heard an unpleasant rumor about her, then Ye Chen would be the first person 

she would find. 

Ye Chen smiled at this, the problem was finally resolved. 

Ye Chen started to stand up, he stretched his hand towards Mei Yueli, Ye Chen looked like he wanted to 

help Mei Yueli up from the floor. 

Mei Yueli accepted Ye Chen’s hand, and started to get up from the floor. 

"Aren’t you afraid of boy?" Ye Chen asked Mei Yueli who was in front of him. 

Ye Chen just remembered that Mei Yueli was afraid of boy, unexpectedly Mei Yueli would accept his 

helping hand. 

Mei Yueli saw that she was in contact with a man, seeing this Mei Yueli hurriedly pulled her hand back as 

fast as possible. 

Ye Chen only smiled wryly when he saw what Mei Yueli was doing. 

Mei Yueli did not expect that she would touch Ye Chen on her own initiative, plus Mei Yueli did not feel 

fear when she came into contact with Ye Chen. 

Mei Yueli felt quite strange about this, usually Mei Yueli would be afraid when she was around a man, 

strangely Mei Yueli now didn’t feel that from Ye Chen. 

Mei Yueli wanted to once again try to touch Ye Chen, she wanted to confirm this oddity. 



Mei Yueli started reaching out her hand towards Ye Chen’s face, she began to hold and pinch Ye Chen’s 

face. 

Mei Yueli felt that she was not afraid when she held Ye Chen, this was really beyond her expectations. 

Ye Chen really didn’t know what Mei Yueli was trying to do right now, this woman was really very very 

strange. 

"Miss Mei Yueli what are you doing to me?" With a slightly strange voice, Ye Chen asked Mei Yueli. 

Because Ye Chen’s cheeks were currently being pulled by Mei Yueli, the voice that Ye Chen made was 

also strange to listen to. 

"It’s nothing, you can go, I want to change my clothes." Mei Yueli started to let Ye Chen go, she started 

throwing Ye Chen out of this room. 

 


